
 
VERTEBRATE BIOLOGY 

NR 655 
 
Spring 2009 (4 Credit Hours) 
 
Lecture:   TR 8:10-9:30; Room 329 Nesmith 
Laboratory:   M or W 1:10-4:00; Room 119 Nesmith  
Office Hours:  TR 9:40-11:00 and by appointment 
TA Office Hours: TBA 
 
Instructor:  Daniel J. Hocking    Graduate TA:  Stephanie Coster 
   222 Nesmith Hall        221 Nesmith Hall 
   phone 2-1051        phone 2-1051 
   dhocking@unh.edu      stephanie.coster@gmail.com 
  
Objectives:  This course is designed to introduce you to the diversity of life among 

vertebrates, their form, function, ecology, and evolution. Lectures will 
emphasize evolutionary relationships and vertebrate ecology. During labs, 
you will learn how to identify taxa based on characteristic features and will 
explore anatomical differences among higher taxonomic groups. 

 
Text Book: Vertebrate Life, 8th edition (2009).  Pough, Janis, and Heiser  
 

Additional information may be posted on blackboard.unh.edu.  Please check 
to make sure you can view this course on your blackboard site.  Also, 
communication will be via blackboard email so be sure to update your email 
address on blackboard. 

 
Exams/Grading:  
 
Lecture: There will be two in-class exams and a final held during final exam period. 

The final exam will be comprehensive.  
 
  Ten quizzes that test your knowledge of major concepts in reading 

assignments will be given during the semester. The quizzes will not be 
announced and will be 5% of the total grade. There are no make-up quizzes 
for missed classes. 

  
Lab:  There will be 2 in-lab exams and three in-lab quizzes. Lab exams and quizzes 

will test your ability to identify taxa and your understanding of the function and 
identity of various morphological features. You will also present oral reviews 
of mammalian biology and natural history (see separate handout in lab). 

 
  No exam grades will be curved. Strict adherence to academic honesty 

standards is expected. Failure to follow such standards will result in failure in 
the course.  

 
Grading: Final exam    20% 
  Lab     45% 
  Lecture exams (2)   30% 
  Pop Quizzes      5% 



 
Grading: 

Percentage     Grade earned          Percentage     Grade earned  
   94 – 100    A          73 – 76   C  
   90 – 93    A-          70 – 72    C-  
   87 – 89    B+          66 – 69    D+  
   83 – 86    B         60 – 65    D  
   80 – 82    B-          < 60     F  
   77 – 79    C+  
 
I do not accept late work!  
 

Additional Information and Expectations: 
 

This will likely be one of the most difficult courses you take as an 
undergraduate.  There is a large amount of information to learn on a variety of 
topics for all vertebrate taxa.  Topics include ecology, classification and 
systematics, anatomy, physiology, developmental biology, behavior, and 
paleontology.  All of this information is best understood in an evolutionary 
context and will be presented as such. 
 
However, this class should be fun!  It will be a lot of work but we will be 
learning about vertebrates and people relate to vertebrates because we are 
vertebrates.  Understanding vertebrate biology is essential for wildlife 
ecologists and managers but it also tells us something about ourselves.  
Through the study of other vertebrates we learn about our place in the world, 
how we’re similar and different from other organisms, and where we came 
from. 
 
I will do my best to help you learn the material and I will try to present the 
material in an interesting way.  This won’t be enough though. I believe in 
students taking personal responsibility for their own education.  This means 
you will need to practice during the labs and practice more at home.  The rule 
of thumb is that you should study approximately 2 hours outside of class for 
each hour in class.  Therefore, to do well in this class you will likely have to 
study 8-10 hours a week outside of class.  This might mean making flash 
cards, reading the book (required), looking up additional information and 
diagrams online (be cautious of the source), and coming to office hours with 
specific questions. 
 
 

Advice: 
I strongly suggest you keep up with reading.  Besides benefiting on the in-
class reading quizzes (pop quizzes), studying a little most nights will improve 
your long-term retention.  Additionally, you will not be able to “cram” all of this 
material just before the exam. 
 
Find a study partner(s).  Flash cards can be useful but often just improve your 
ability to answer flash cards.  It is beneficial to discuss the information and 
quiz one another.  Having to recall and articulate information, as opposed to 
simply repeating, helps to fix memories in your brain.  



      Lecture Schedule     
 Reading 

 
 20 Jan  Introduction, Course Objectives 
 22 Jan  Evolution/Natural Selection     Chapter 1 
  
 27 Jan Modes and Tempo of Speciation     Chapter 1 
 29 Jan Classification/Phylogenetics     Chapter 1  
      
   3 Feb Vertebrate Definition & Relationships    Chapter 2  
   5 Feb Vertebrate Structure      Chapter 2 
  
  10 Feb Early Vertebrates/Jawless  Vertebrates    Chapter 3  
  12 Feb Living in Water       Chapter 4 
 
 17 Feb Chondrichthyes       Chapter 5 
 19 Feb Bony Fish        Chapter 6 
 
 24 Feb Bony Fish        Chapters 6,7 
 26 Feb Exam 
 
   3 Mar Living on Land/Origin of Tetrapods    Chapter 8,9    
   5 Mar Amphibian Evolution and Diversity    Chapter 10 
 
  10 Mar Amphibian Ecology and Life History    Chapter 10 
  12 Mar  Amphibians & Sauropsida      Chapter 11 
 
 17 Mar Spring Break 
 19 Mar Spring Break 
  
 24 Mar Turtle Evolution, Diversity, and Ecology    Chapter 12 
 26 Mar Lepidosaur Diversity and Ecology     Chapter 13 
 
 31 Mar Lepidosaur Diversity and Ecology/Ectothermy   Chapters 13,14 
   2 Apr Diapsid Evolution       Chapters 15,16 
   
   7 Apr Exam 
   9 Apr  Evolution of Flight/Bird Ecology and Evolution   Chapter 16,17 
 
 14 Apr Bird Evolution and Diversity     Chapter 17 
 16 Apr Bird Ecology and Life History     Chapter 17 
 
 21 Apr  Bird Ecology and Reproduction     Chapter 17  
 23 Apr Synapsid Evolution and Diversity     Chapter 18,19 
 
  28 Apr Mammal Characteristics      Chapters 20 
  30 Apr Mammal Ecology and Life History     Chapters 20,21 
 
  5 May  Mammal Ecology and Life History/Endothermy   Chapter 21,22   
  7 May  Mammal Ecology, Mating Systems, Reproduction  Chapter 22,23 



Laboratory Schedule 
 
 19 Jan/22 Jan    No labs 
 
 26 Jan/28 Jan Introduction/Lab Objectives and structure  
 
   2 Feb/4 Feb Amphibians 1 
 
  9 Feb/11 Feb  Amphibians 2  
 
16 Feb/18 Feb  Reptile Lab 1 - Turtles  Quiz 
 
23 Feb/25 Feb  Reptile Lab 2 - Snakes and Others   
 
  2 Mar/4 Mar   Amphibian and Reptile Review 
 
  9 Mar/11 Mar   Lab Exam 
 
16 Mar/18 Mar   Spring Break 
 
23 Mar/25 Mar   Birds 1  
 
30 Mar/1 Apr   Birds 2  
 
  6 Apr/8 Apr  Mammals 1 Skull morphology  Quiz 
 
13 Apr/15 Apr   Mammals 2 
 
20 Apr/22 Apr   Mammals 3   Quiz 
 
27 Apr/29 Apr  Bird and Mammal Review 
 
  4 May/6 May Lab Exam  
 
Lab practicals and quizzes will test your knowledge of taxon identity and classification 
(generally family, genus, and species) and some anatomy. As you are introduced to each 
vertebrate group, we will provide you with life history and other general biological and 
ecological information about the taxa you will be learning to identify. You will be assigned 
the task of researching the mammal taxa and presenting this information to the class. 
Details about this assignment will be provided in a separate handout. 
 
The lab portion of your grade, which makes up 45% of your overall grade in the course, will 
be based on the two lab practicals (30%), the three quizzes (10%) and your presentation 
on mammal biology and life history (5%). 


